
MEMORANDUM 

To: All Website Contributors 

From: TheGameReviews.com Editorial Staff 

Subject: Safety, Content, and Topic Guidelines for Third-Party Articles 

We regularly publish articles on our website from third-party contributors. While we appreciate the 

variety of perspectives that these articles bring, we need to ensure that they meet certain safety, 

content, and topic guidelines to maintain the integrity of our website and protect our readers. 

Please note the following guidelines for submitting third-party articles to our website: 

1. No pornographic material, hate speech, or discriminatory content: We do not accept articles 

that contain pornographic material, hate speech, or discriminatory content based on race, 

religion, gender, or any other characteristic. We value diversity and inclusivity, and we expect all 

contributors to respect these values. 

2. No promotion of casinos or gambling: We do not promote gambling or any related activities on 

our website. Therefore, any articles that promote or discuss casinos, gambling, or related 

activities will not be accepted. 

3. Fact-checking: We expect all contributors to fact-check their articles and ensure that the 

information presented is accurate and credible. Any false or misleading information will not be 

accepted. 

4. Plagiarism: We do not tolerate plagiarism in any form. Therefore, all contributors must ensure 

that their articles are original and do not contain any plagiarized content. 

5. Appropriate language and tone: We expect all articles to use appropriate language and tone. 

Any content that is offensive, vulgar, or inappropriate will not be accepted. 

6. Fit with the key topics of the website: We expect all articles to be relevant to the key topics of 

our website. Therefore, all contributors must ensure that their articles fit within the scope of our 

website's key topics.  

7. Each article needs to be unique to the website and not published elsewhere online. This is for 

the benefit of you & your client as well as for our website SERP. 

8. Contributors must  agree and adhere to the Terms and Conditions for Third Party Contributors. 

By adhering to these guidelines, we can ensure that our website remains a safe, informative, and 

relevant platform for our readers. We appreciate your cooperation in this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Dan White, EIC 

TheGameReviews.com 

https://www.thegamereviews.com/terms-and-conditions-for-third-party-contributors-to-gamereview-blog

